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DECISION AND ORDER

On September 30, 1993 the Norwalk Board of Education (the Board of Education) filed a
complaint (MEPP-15,865) with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board),
amended on May 18, 1995, alleging that Local 1042, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the Union)
acting through its President John Mosby (Mosby) had engaged in practices prohibited by $7-470  of
the Municipal Employees Relations Act (MERA or the Act). Specifically, the Board of Education
alleged that Mosby had restrained and coerced the Board in its selection of its collective bargaining
representative by threatening to tile numerous grievances if the Board of Education did not suspend
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Dr. Michael Muro; by filing more than fifty  grievances because the Board of Education did not
suspend Muro; and by publicly attacking Muro.

On November 15, 1993 the Board of Education filed another complaint (MEPP- 15,962) with
the Labor Board, amended on May 18, 1995, alleging that Local 1042 had engaged in bad faith
bargaining by filing numerous grievances which either fail to state the nature of the grievance or
concern issues outside the scope of the grievance procedure; by failing to provide the Board of
Education with information relevant to the grievances filed by the Union; by failing to present
evidence at grievance arbitration hearings to which the Board of Education has brought witnesses and
counsel; and by publishing defamatory statements about certain individuals after  the individuals
participated on behalf of the Board of Education at Labor Board hearings.

On November 29, 1993 Local 1042 tiled a complaint (MPP- 16,003) with the Labor Board
alleging that the Board of Education had bargained in bad faith by filing Complaint No. MEPP-15,962
which the Union claims constitutes harassment and undermines the Union’s ability to adjust disputes
on behalf of its members.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the cases were consolidated and came
before the Labor Board for a hearing on May 18 and October 25, 1995. Both parties appeared, were
represented and allowed to present evidence, examine and cross examine witnesses and make
argument. Both parties filed post hearing briefs the last of which was received by the Labor Board
on February 14, 1996. Based on the whole record before us, we make the following findings of fact
and conclusions of law and we issue the following order.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Board of Education is an employer pursuant to the Act.

2. The Union is an employee organization pursuant to the Act.

3. The Board of Education and the Union are parties to a collective bargaining agreement with
effective dates of July 1, 1992 through June 30, 1997.

4.  The collective bargaining agreement between the parties contains the following relevant provisions:

ARTICLE IX GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

Grievance shall mean any claim by a custodian, maintenance worker or a group of workers,
or the administration representing the Board of Education that there has been a violating [sic],
misinterpretation or misapplication of the provisions of the contract or of the rules,
regulations, administrative directives or policies of the Board of Education.

Grievances are to be settled at the level closest to the source of grievance. For example,
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school custodians first shall discuss grievance with the building principal. If satisfaction is not
obtained, the custodian coordinator is to be called in for assistance. The following steps shall

apply-

Step I: The employee, with or without the Union steward, shall take up the grievance or
dispute with the Custodial or Maintenance Supervisor within ten (I 0) days of the grievance
or the employee’s knowledge of it’s [sic] occurrence. The Supervisor shall attempt to adjust
the. matter and shall respond to the employee within three (3) working days.

If the grievance has not been settled, it shall be presented in writing by the employeeStep 2:
or local Union official to the Superintendent of Schools’ designee within three (3) working
days of the supervisor’s response. The designee shall respond in writing to the employee or
the Union president within three (3) working days.

Step 3: If the grievance has not been settled, it shall be presented in writing by the employee
or local Union official to the Superintendent of Schools or his representative within three (3)
days after the response. The Superintendent of Schools or his representative shall respond
to the employee and the Union president in writing within three (3) working days.

If the grievance still remains unadjusted, it shall be presented by the employee orStep 4:
Union representative to the Board of Education in writing within five (5) days after  the
response of the Superintendent of Schools or his representative. He shall respond in writing
to the employee or Union representative within five (5) working days after  the next scheduled
meeting of the Board of Education.

If the grievance is still unsettled, the Union may, within ten ( 10) days after the replyStep 5:
of the Board of Education is due, by written notice to the other, request arbitration by the
State Board. Said Board shall hear and act on such dispute in accordance with its rules and
regulations.

***

5. John Mosby is the President of the Union and has held that position for more than twenty years.
For several years prior to the Spring of 1993, Mosby often went directly to Assistant Superintendent
Michael Muro to resolve union complaints and grievances. Muro is the Superintendent’s
representative at step three of the contractual grievance procedure. During this time, Muro met
directly with Mosby when requested. In June, 1993 the parties agreed that Mosby would attempt to
resolve Union complaints and grievances at an administrative level lower than Muro and Mosby
began taking union complaints and grievances to a lower level management representative. Since
June, 1993 Mosby has not requested to meet with Muro and Muro has not met directly with Mosby
to solve problems.
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6. Muro sees nearly every grievance that is filed by the Union because he serves  at step three in the
grievance procedure and most grievances are not resolved at a lower level.

7. From June 1993 to April 1995 the Union filed  more than sixty grievances. The grievances were
entered into a book created and maintained by Muro and were given internal numbers according to
a tracking system created by Muro.

8. Except for one or two occasions, the Union did not notify the Board of Education when it filed
a grievance for arbitration between June 1993 and the time of the Labor Board hearing in this matter.

9. On or about September 17, 1993 Muro received from Mosby a letter in which Mosby expressed
his dissatisfaction with Muro’s handling of certain situations involving the Union and accusing Muro
of making false accusations against Mosby and of breaking agreements in retaliation for the Union
having filed grievances against the Board of Education. The letter contains the following paragraph:

You, Mark Gotian,  Dr. Sloan and the Board refuse to discuss any grievances with me or my
officers. But you will hear them in Arbitration and it will cost the tax payers thousands of
dollars for your wrong doing. I am ready to file 50 or more grievances against you until the
Board of Education make you obey the contract and agreements or face suspension or
termination of you.

10. By letter dated April 27, I994  the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration notified the Union
and the Board of Education that an arbitration hearing in Case Nos. 9293-A-10 (William Folsom -
2 day suspension) and 9293-A-13 (William Folsom -written warning) would be held on Tuesday, May
17, 1994. At the May 17, 1994 hearing, there was confusion among the parties and the arbitration
panel as to which grievances were meant to be heard. The matter was agreed to be postponed until
October 25, 1994.

11. By letters dated June 1, 1994, Board of Education attorney Elizabeth Foley requested from both
the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration and from Union Representative Paul Wallace, copies
of all the Union’s requests for arbitration on outstanding grievances. There is no evidence that the
Union or the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration responded to Foley.

12. At the arbitration hearing on October 25, 1994 regarding Case Nos. 9293-A- 10 and 9293-A- 13,
there was still confusion as to which grievance[s]  were meant to be heard. In response to the
confUsion  and to an apparent discussion regarding the grievances, Board of Education attorney Foley
confirmed to Union Representative Donna Johnson, by letter dated November 2, 1994, the parties’
understanding regarding the substance of grievance number 9293-A- 10. It is unclear from this record
whether the October 25th arbitration hearing went forward regarding Case No. 9293-A- 13 or what
resulted in the confusion regarding these grievances.

13. By letter dated November 15, 1994, in apparent response to an inquiry from the State Board of
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Mediation and Arbitration, Foley supplied information regarding Case No. 9293-A- 10 to that Board.
In that same letter, Foley objected to the Board of Education being asked for this information due to
the fact that the Union had the burden of tracking and pursuing its own grievances.

14. On November 9, 1994 the Labor Board held a hearing in case number MPP-15,826, a prohibited
practice complaint filed by the Union against the Board of Education. At that hearing, the Board of
Education presented several witnesses including Mark Gorian, Charles Klepacky and Robert Henry.

15. On or about November 15, 1994, Mr. Mosby caused to be written and posted at various locations
throughout the school system a letter to “All members of local 1042”  from “Mr. John Mosby,
President of Local 1042”. The letter stated in relevant part:

. ..I would like to say to the rank and file that the Norwalk Board of Education has spent
thousands of dollars by hiring Attorney Elizabeth A. Foley to try to bust and destroy this
union and the union otficers. She has been working with Mark Gorian, Bill Walko, Charlie
Klepacky and some of our co-workers to try to set up the union officers.

Atty. Foley has worked with Mark Gorian and Bill Walko and they were tampering with my
personnel file. They have put letters in my filed [sic] as dated far back as 1973. I have filed
a charged [sic] against them for tampering with my file. They have also use [sic] the principal
at Naramake school, Robert Henry to lie on the witness stand in Hartford the other day. He
said that I threaten to fight him.

Attorney Foley, Robert Henry and Mark Gorian used two teachers to lie on me on the witness
stand. They had Charlie Klepacky get on the witness stand and he committed perjury. Mark
Gorian also committed perjury on the witness stand to try to set me up. Robert Henry the
principal at Naramake has had a history of mistreating workers who worked at his school by
hollering at them. He mistreated Mr. John Smith when he worked at that school as a
custodian. He mistreated Steve Fulton the head custodian who had to report him to the
Human Rights offices. He also mistreated Terry Dardin when he was head custodian at that
school by using certain people to set him up. I was also told by some workers, if it is true,
that Mr. Henry have [sic] mistreated some of the kids in that school. There is a cover-up by
the Administration.

I was also told if it true, that two students from Norwalk High was treated bad by Mr. Henry.
They went after him. The Administration do not do anything to rectify  my complaints and
other complaints.

Finally, I want the rank and file to know that Mark Gorian called me a bully. He can say
whatever he wants. It doesn’t bother me one bit, because I am going to fight to make him
follow our contract. We also are going to make him give our painters the jobs that they are
suppose to have. I am sick and tired of him and Charlie Klepacky showing favoritism and
double standard on this job in the over time. Mark Gorian also tried to cover-up the mowing
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of the grass and cutting of the hedges at Roton  Middle School by an outside landscaper. He
now tried to say that they were working for Parks and Rec. When all of our workers seen
them cutting our grass.

Mark Gorian have been using foul language towards me and the next time he comes into my
school or harass and intimidate me I am going to have him arrested. He is not going to bully
this union or me. He also showing a double standard in the hiring of minorities in the school
system. He is mad at me because I spoke the truth. We have 1,435 employees in the school
system. In my union we have 80 Blacks and Spanish speaking workers on the job. The Board
of Education only have 151 blacks and Spanish speaking workers on the job. This is a
disgrace. He is trying his best to get rid of all of the Blacks and Hispanics in our union.

I will go to my grave before I let him get rid of any more minorities workers. Also he is
trying his best to get rid of all of the whites who work very closely with their Black, Hispanic
brothers and sisters. I will fight him all the way to the Supreme Court to make sure those
workers be treated equal and fair on the job. He is trying everything in his power with a few
co-workers to try to get rid of me and our union officers. I want to let him know that if he
get rid of us he would be facing a lawsuit that would shake the Board of Education.

Yours truly,

John Mosby
President Local 1042

16. By letter dated January 10,  1995 and sent by certified mail to Union Representative Johnson,
Foley requested from  the Union copies of all the original grievance forms and requests for arbitration
for grievances then pending before the Board of Mediation and Arbitration. There is no evidence that
the Union responded to Foley.

17. By letter dated April 12,  1995 to Johnson, Foley requested the original grievance form
promulgated by AFSCME in Case No. 9293-A- 1153, a grievance scheduled for arbitration before
the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration on April 19, 1995. Foley informed Johnson in her letter
that the Board of Education was unaware of the subject matter of the grievance, the date that gave
rise to the grievance or the date of the original grievance. There is no evidence that Johnson
responded to Foley’s letter.

18. On April 19, 1995 the parties appeared for the arbitration hearing in Case No. 9293-A-l 153.
The Union was unprepared to go forward due to its own inability to identify  the subject matter or
time frame of the grievance being pursued. At the urging of the arbitration panel, the Union withdrew
the grievance.



CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Union failed to bargain in good faith by failing and refusing to supply to the Board of
Education information regarding grievances that had been filed for arbitration.

2. The Union failed to bargain in good faith when it was unprepared to go forward with an
arbitration hearing in Case No. 9293-A-l 153 after receiving an information request from the Board
of Education about that hearing and atler  being informed that the Board of Education was preparing
for the hearing.

3. The Union did not fail to bargain in good faith by filing numerous grievances between June 1993
and April 1995.

4. The Union did not fail to bargain in good faith by Mosby’s September 17, 1993 letter to Muro or
the November 15, 1994 letter to Union members.

5. The Union did not fail to bargain in good faith when the arbitration hearings scheduled for May
17 and October 25, 1994 in Case Numbers 9293-A-l 0 and 9293-A-13 did not go forward.

DISCUSSION

MEPP-15.865

In MEPP-15,865 the Board of Education claims that the Union restrained and coerced the
Board of Education in its selection of its representative for purposes of the adjustment of grievances
when President John Mosby threatened, in a letter to Muro, to file fifty or more grievances unless the
Board suspended or disciplined Muro. The Board of Education also claims that the Union followed
through on its threat by filing greater than fifty  grievances and publicly attacking Muro. The Union
denies that any of its actions violate the Act.

It is well settled that some leeway is allowed in speech and behavior in the context of heated
labor disputes. City of Har@ord,  Dec. No. 2606 ( 1987); Bettcher  Manufacturing Corporation, 76
NLRB 526,21  LRRM 1222 (1948). Here, the Board of Education asserts that the statements in Mr.
Mosby’s letter go beyond the kind of action sanctioned by the Board. However, the Board cites no
cases to support its position and we find  that the letter does not cross the line into illegal behavior.

Mr. Mosby did not, as the Board of Education contends, merely threaten to file frivolous
grievances unless Dr. Muro was unjustly suspended or otherwise disciplined; Mosby asserted that he
perceived ongoing contract violations which would result in many more grievances if not stopped or
if the alleged perpetrator (Muro) was not disciplined. There is no indication in this record that Mosby
does not believe that there are contract violations being committed by Muro and others. Whether
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such perceived breaches are ultimately proved in the grievance procedure is another question. In the
meantime, however, the Union is entitled to test its convictions through the grievance procedure and
to inform management of its intention to zealously guard alleged contractual rights. Mosby’s letter,
while not to be viewed as a model of productive collective bargaining techniques, constitutes simply
a harshly worded statement of his opinion that the administration, particularly Muro, is continually
violating the contract and that the Union will continue to fight to protect the contract. We find no
unlawful  threat in the letter.

Although we have found that the Union did not violate the Act in this complaint, we must
note that we do not condone the type of correspondence sent to Muro and do not believe it leads to
productive discussion. Indeed the facts revealed on this record indicate severe deterioration of this
relationship; communications like the Union’s letter of September 17, 1993  certainly do nothing to
remedy the situation.

We also do not find the fact that the Union has filed more than sixty grievances to be, standing
alone, either an indication of bad faith or a violation of the Act. Again, the number of grievances is
not a clear indicator of bad faith and in this case is directly related to Mosby’s opinion that the
administration has, since the Spring of 1993, been continuously violating the rights of the bargaining
unit members in its handling of grievances. As we discuss more fully below, we do not find the
grievances to be frivolous per se and therefore, we do not find that the filing of these grievances is
mere harassment by the Union. As we have stated on several occasions, the grievance process is the
cornerstone of collective bargaining and we are reluctant to conclude that the use of the grievance
process is a violation of the Act unless the facts clearly support the conclusion. Ansonia Federation
of Teachers, Dec. No. 2570 (1987); Ilristol  Federation of Teachers, Dec. No. 1656 (1978). Here,
we reject the Board of Education’s contention that the Union filed the grievances merely to personally
harass Muro and others. By our conclusion, we are not suggesting either that the grievances should
be upheld in the arbitration process or that, after listening to all the facts, an arbitrator would ftnd any
merit to the Union’s contentions. However, the mere filing of a large number of grievances during
a time when the bargaining relationship is admittedly on rocky ground, is not clear proof of bad faith.’

MEPP-I 5.962 and MPP- 16.005

In MEPP-15,962 the Board of Education claims that the Union has failed to bargain in good
faith by filing numerous grievances which are vague, unclear, nonsensical or do not state a claim
within the jurisdiction of the grievance procedure. The Board of Education also claims that the Union
has failed to provide relevant information to the Board concerning pending grievances; has forced the
Board of Education to prepare for and attend arbitration hearings that have not gone forward due to
the Union’s unpreparedness; and has harassed and intimidated individuals who have testified for the
Board of Education in Labor Board hearings. The Union filed a counterclaim in MPP-16,005

’ In its  hricf the  Ibard  of liducation  touches  upon an arpumcnt  that  tht~  [Jnion’s  actions a1.w constitute
repudiation of  the  contract. WC do  not lid  repudiation  and  a1.w ndc  that  this  akgation  was not  refcrcnccd  in the  Board

of  Education’s complaints nor at the  hearing  in this matter.
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claiming that the Board’s complaint in MEPP- 15,962 is frivolous and constitutes a failure to bargain
in good faith.

The Grievances

The Board’s first contention is that the Union has filed frivolous and duplicative grievances,
many of which fall outside the definition of a legitimate grievance. We have reviewed the collective
bargaining agreement and the face of the grievances to evaluate the Board’s claim.

The definition of a grievance contained in the parties’ collective bargaining agreement is quite
broad. A grievance is any claim by an employee or group of employees concerning a claim that there
has been a “violation, misapplication or misinterpretation” of the “rules, regulations, administrative
directive or policies of the Board of Education”. It seems to us that there are few employee
complaints which would not arguably fall under the definition of an appropriate grievance. Further,
there is no requirement that a grievance must contain a cite to a specific contract or regulatory
section.

Turning to the grievances submitted as exhibits in this case, we do not find that any of the
grievances, on their face, clearly fall outside the scope of the contractual definition of a grievance.
While some grievances seem to complain about the behavior of administrators, we cannot say with
certainty that these claims do not implicate a policy of the Board of Education. Further, many of the
grievances at least allude to the past practices of these parties in their bargaining relationship. If,
ultimately, the facts show that a complaint is outside the scope of the grievance procedure, such a
determination on the facts is more appropriately made by an arbitrator. There is nothing on the face
of the grievances to indicate clearly that any concern a non-grievable subject.

Likewise, there is no grievance which is so vague or nonsensical as to rise to the level of an
abuse of the grievance procedure. In this respect, twenty five grievances specifically refer to a
contract clause alleged to have been violated. The descriptions used in the grievances give at least
some guidance to the incident or occurrence about which the Union is complaining. More specificity
in the grievances would certainly be helpful to this bargaining relationship and we encourage the
Union to consider filing future grievances with a more precise description of its claim. However, the
grievances as written, while not ideal, do not warrant a finding of abuse of the grievance process.

Information Requests

Although we have concluded that the mere tiling of a substantial number of inartfully  drafted
grievances does not constitute a violation of the Act, we view differently the Union’s complete
disregard for the Board of Education’s legitimate information requests concerning these grievances.
It is well settled that the parties in a bargaining relationship have a mutual obligation to provide
information relevant to that relationship to the other side. The equivalent duty ensures that both
parties are able to engage in effective, intelligent and meaningful collective bargaining. Tow of
Stonington, Dec. No. 3 146 ( 1993); City of Hartfbrd,  Dec. No. 2752 (1989); Detroit Nmspaper  and
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Graphic Communications Loed (Oakland  Press Co.), 233 NLRES  944 (1977)  affd  598 F.2d
267 (CA D.C. 1979).

In a case alleging failure to provide relevant information, we usually must look to the
substance of the grievance to make the initial determination of whether the information is indeed
relevant to the issue at hand. However, in this case, the information sought by the Board of
Education is information about the grievances themselves. The information sought concerns the
most basic aspects of the grievances such as which grievance is being appealed to arbitration, when
the grievances are scheduled for hearing and copies of the original grievance forms. Thus, there is
no question that the information is relevant to the collective bargaining process and that the Board
of Education is entitled to it.

The Union did not provide the requested information. The Union’s only defense is an
allegation that it allegedly wrote a letter to either Foley or Superintendent Sloan in which it indicated
that Sloan was in possession of all the information. Additionally, Mr. Mosby claims that Union
representative Donna Johnson told Foley that Sloan had all the information. We do not find  this a
valid defense for several reasons. First, much of Mosby’s testimony regarding this matter is
uncorroborated hearsay. Further, the Union failed to produce any letters in alleged response to
Foley’s information request. Foley’s documents and the evidence concerning the information requests
were introduced at the Labor Board hearing on May 18, 1995. The next Labor Board hearing did
not take place until October 25, 1995 leaving the Union a full  five months to produce the letters and
prepare the testimony of the appropriate Union representatives regarding this issue. However, no
letters were introduced at the October 25, 1995 hearing and no relevant witnesses were called. At
the October 25th hearing, the Board denied the Union’s request for additional time to locate the
alleged letters and introduce them into the record. The Union had five  months in which to produce
the documents; if it was unable to produce the letters in that time, it is fair to assume they do not
exist. Moreover, the Union did not place on the record any testimony from the Union representatives
it claimed had written the letters.

In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, we conclude that the Union failed to respond
to the legitimate information requests of the Board of Education concerning the  pending grievances
and as such, violated the Act.’

Arbitration Hearings

The Board of Education claims that the Union’s failure to respond to information requests or

‘ WC  td~ note  that thcrc  is no cvidcncc on this record,  other  than Mr. Mosby’s hlankct  assc&n,  that
Supcrinlcndcnt  Sloan posscsscs  all the  rcqucstcd information. Indeed,  it is clear  that  the  Supcrintcndcnt’s  dcsipcc  in
the  gricvancc  prtwcdurc  (Muro) dtxs  not have  the  infiwmation  and [hc  Ijoard’s  attwncy  dws  not  have  the  inf<jrmalion.
Further,  thcrc would  IW  no reason  liw the  I3oard  01’ I Iducation  10  rcp~:ris~t~  request  inti)mation  from  the [Jnion  and from

h Hoard of Mediation  and Arbitration  and to compickly  l’rwtralc  its  &II  dcfcnsc  of  gicvanccs  if it  already pos.ws.wd
rhc  inl’ormalion  rcqucstcd. Thus, WC  lind  no merit in the  IJnion’s  as.s&on.
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to cooperate with the Board in ascertaining which grievances are in the arbitration process resulted
in the postponement of three arbitration hearings due to the Union’s contusion about its own
grievances and its inability to go forward with arbitration hearings. The Board of Education claims
that, by forcing the Board of Education to spend time and money trying to prepare for these hearings
only to have them postponed due to the Union’s unpreparedness, the Union bargained in bad faith.

With regard to case numbers 9293-A-10 and 9293-A-13, the record is unclear about the
reason for the postponement of the May 17th and October 25th, 1994 hearings. While everyone
agrees that there was “confusion” about which grievances were to be heard on those days, we are
unable to determine whether the Union or the arbitrators were the source of the confusion. Muro
initially testified only that there was “confusion” about which suspension grievance was to be heard.
He later testified that the Union was confused but also said that he did not know if the arbitrators
were also confused. Mosby claimed that the Union was prepared but that there was general
confusion as to which grievances were to be heard. Thus, we cannot conclude with any certainty that
the confusion was caused soley by the Union’s unpreparedness. Therefore, we cannot find that the
delay was caused by the Union’s bad faith bargaining. Even if the Union had responded to Foley’s
letters requesting information about the grievances, the problem with Case Numbers 9293-A-10 and
9293-A-l 3 would still have arisen if the delays were the result of the arbitrators’ confusion. Since
we cannot say with any certainty that the Union’s conduct was the sole cause of the problems with
these cases, we dismiss these allegations.

Grievance Number 9293-A-1 153 is a different story. By letter dated April 12, 1995 Foley
made an additional request for information from the Union about the grievance in preparation for an
upcoming scheduled arbitration hearing. The Union did not respond. At the arbitration hearing, the
Union was unable to go forward because it was unable to articulate which grievance was supposed
to be heard or to provide any relevant information about the grievance. Mosby admitted that the
arbitrators suggested strongly that the Union withdraw the grievance due to the Union’s inability to
articulate even the underlying facts of the alleged grievance.

Given these facts, we find that the Union bargained in bad faith. If the Union had simply
responded to Foley’s request of April 12, 1995, or to any of the previous information requests, the
confusion might have been cleared up or the Union might have withdrawn the grievance in a more
timely fashion. Instead, the Board of Education expended time and money preparing for a hearing
that was cancelled on the day of the arbitration due solely to the Union’s contusion about its own
grievances. In light of the Board of Education’s efforts to clarify this matter beforehand, we find that
the Union’s actions constitute bad faith bargaining and we order the Union to make the Board of
Education whole for its expenses in preparing for and attending the April 19, 1995 arbitration hearing.

Union Letter dated November 15, 1994

The Board of Education’s final allegation concerns a November 15,  1994 letter to bargaining
unit members authored by John Mosby and posted on Union bulletin boards throughout the school
system. In the Board of Education’s opinion this letter constitutes bad faith bargaining because it
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publicly attacks and defames individuals who had testified for management in a Labor Board hearing
just prior to the posting of this letter. We do not find a violation in this letter but we are disturbed
at the tone of certain statements made and believe this tactic deserves strong comment.

We do not find a violation for several reasons. While the letter was certainly authored and
posted following a Labor Board hearing in which several named members of management testified,
most of the letter speaks of general bargaining unit issues and conveys Mosby’s strong position on
those issues. In this regard, Mosby speaks about mistreatment of employees, subcontracting
bargaining unit work, favoritism and his perception that certain management members are attempting
to “bust” the union. He also voices his concerns about alleged racial and ethnic inequities in the
workforce. None of these subjects is offensive nor outrageous in a letter to members concerning
bargaining issues. Indeed, one would expect a union president to zealously advocate against
perceived employee mistreatment and subcontracting of bargaining unit work. The fact that Mosby
chose to specifically name the management members whom he believes are responsible for the
problems is not a violation of the Act.

There are, however, certain portions of the letter which are quite troublesome. Mosby
accuses several members of management of perjury and/or of suborning perjury. Also, Mosby
threatens to file a lawsuit against the Board of Education if he is disciplined. We do not condone any
party making statements which loosely and generally accuse another of an act such as perjury or
mistreating children. While we cannot conclude that the Union has defamed or libeled any individual,
we warn the Union that it had better be prepared to support such accusations if it wishes to continue
on this course. Ours is not the only forum in which the Board of Education can pursue a remedy if
it feels compelled to do so. Further, the Union should be very cautious about threatening the Board
of Education with a lawsuit. Such threats have always been considered suspect in labor relations.
See: Carhorundunr  Resistant  Muterids,  286 NLRB No. 126, 127 LRRM 1153 (1987); United
Aircrufi  Corp.,  192 NLRB 382 (1971); enforced in part 534 F2d. 422,90 LRRM 2272 (CA 2, 1975);
cert denied 429 U.S. 825 (1976).

In making our final determination about this letter, we have taken into consideration that it
was written at a time when the Union had increased its grievance filings due to a deterioration in the
bargaining relationship and when the tension between the parties was at an all time high. Further, we
view the suspect portions of the letter in the context of the overall text of the letter. Under these
circumstances, we find that the Union did not violate the Act with its statements. However offensive
some of the Union comments may be, they do not, standing alone in this letter, indicate a desire to
bargain in bad faith. Instead, we find the statements to be an overreaction to the immediate situation,
made in a letter that also contained acceptable statements regarding Union issues.

Having made the above determination, however, we also warn the Union that additional
similar actions might be considered to establish a pattern of bad faith conduct requiring us to reach
back and take this case into consideration if a future complaint were filed. We simply cannot condone
the publication of statements by either party in a bargaining relationship intended to intimidate or
threaten the other party. If we found a pattern of conduct indicating such motive, we would be
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required to thoroughly analyze the situation, including taking into account past actions such as this.

MPP- 16.005

In this counterclaim the Union simply asserts that the Board of Education bargained in bad
faith by filing Case Number MEPP-I 5,962. Based on our lengthy discussions regarding the Board
of Education’s claims, we certainly cannot conclude that any of the allegations in MEPP- 15,962 were
frivolous, nonsensical or merely meant to harass the Union. As such we dismiss this complaint.

ORDER

By virtue of the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by the
Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby ORDERED that:

I. Complaints MEPP-I 5,865 and MPP-16,005 be and the same hereby are DISMISSED;

II. Local 1042, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO cease and desist from:

a. Failing and refusing to provide to the Board of Education information relevant to
the grievance arbitration process;

b. Failing to prepare for arbitration hearings and causing the postponement of said
hearings.

III. Local 1042, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO take the following affirmative  action which
we find will effectuate the purposes of the Act:

a. Provide to the Board of Education information regarding all grievances pending
before an arbitration panel or tiled for arbitration, including copies of all original union grievance
forms;

b. Make whole the Board of Education for all costs expended in preparation for and
attendance at the April 19, 1995  arbitration hearing concerning Case Number 9293-A-l 153,  including
but not limited to reasonable attorney and witness fees.

IV. Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days from the
date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the bargaining unit customarily
assembe, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety.

V.  Not@ the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its oflice  in the Labor
Department, 38 Wolcott  Hill Road, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30)  days of the receipt
of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the Norwalk Board of Education to comply herewith.
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CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Antonia  C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran
Board Member

s/Anthonv  Sbona
Anthony Sbona
Board Member
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